**Promoted by court ruling**

**Attorney General to act on teachers' loyalty oath**

By Mark Rolfsen

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, in the Massachusetts teachers' loyalty oaths case, ruled that the Commonwealth could not compel employees to sign the oath. The court's decision was rendered on May 7, 1964, in the Massachusetts Teachers Association v. Board of Education case.

**Academy of Engineering elects seven from MIT**

The National Academy of Engineering has recently elected seven new members, all of whom are affiliated with MIT. The new members are Michael A. Arbib, John F. Bollinger, Jr., Daniel E. Cline, Robert E. Grant, George C. Pimentel, and Robert A. S. Rosenblut.
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**Awards ceremony slated**

By John Curcio

The 1966 MIT Awards Ceremony will begin tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 in Kresge Auditorium, in recognition of outstanding extramural and academic contributions and achievements at MIT. Students will be honored for excellence in either extramural or academic activities, and to the general MIT community.

**Time capsule to be ready May 5**

By Mike McNutt

A time capsule containing a sampling of the culture of the year 1966 will be buried in the ground below the new Alexander Calder sculpture at MIT. The capsule was selected last month under the sculptor's supervision and work on it and the court is now being completed.

The court decided on May 5 for the Court of Appeals, which has the Calder sculpture on the court grounds.

By Frank March '67, UAP

The capsule will weigh more than 100 pounds. Materials which it will contain will be sealed in a pyrex glass tube six inches in diameter and four feet long. This tube will be contains in a copper tube, which will be enclosed in an aluminum tube and will be buried in another tube six inches in diameter and six feet long.

The capsule was designed and materials collected by Dr. Robert B. Brock, professor of geology, and Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, institute professor, after research on what could be included in the capsule, which will be buried.

**Coop, MIT Press present first Authors' Day luncheon**

An MIT Authors' Day Luncheon and reception will be presented Thursday, May 12 at 12:30 p.m. in the Sala de Puerto Rico by the Coop, which has had its 10th anniversary. Authors will attend, including many whose names are familiar to regular reading public, as well as leaders in such fields as city planning, linguistics, and neurology.

**School Lillian comments**

Dr. James E. Lillian, Jr., Chairman of the Corporation, expressed his thanks for the comments. "We are delighted to announce this new professorship, our first in linguistics," Dr. Lillian said, "and we are honored by the interest and Mrs. Ward has indicated her pleasure in this use of her bequest."

**Exhibiting professor**

Dr. Elliott M. Morris, School of Society, Management, on "Progress and Pain!" will discuss the social problems of technical change.

**Display in Coop**

Following the luncheon, there will be a reception in the exhibit area of the Coop. Tickets for the luncheon are available in the Coop at a cost of $3.85.

**Chromsky accepts post**

Ward professor named

Dr. Noam A. Chomsky, an international authority in the field of linguistics, has been appointed to the newly created Ferrari P. Ward Professorship of Modern Languages and Linguistics at MIT.

The establishment of the new position was made possible through funds from the first and second place booth as determined by highest sales, and students selected by the MIT Store, the MIT Literary Magazine, and the MIT Literary Journal.

**Apo Spring Carnival set for tomorrow night**

The annual Alpha Phi Omega Spring Carnival will be held tomorrow night at the school.

The evening will be open, with free admission to all students, faculty, and all members of the general public.

Tickets for the two events are $100 for the first and second place booths as determined by highest sales, and students selected by the MIT Store, the MIT Literary Magazine, and the MIT Literary Journal.

Dr. Noam A. Chomsky

Dr. Noam A. Chomsky is an international authority in the field of linguistics, has been appointed to the newly created Ferrari P. Ward Professorship of Modern Languages and Linguistics at MIT.

The establishment of the new position was made possible through funds from the first and second place booth as determined by highest sales, and students selected by the MIT Store, the MIT Literary Magazine, and the MIT Literary Journal.
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